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Unpacking Your Super-Dew
You should have received: (if ordered)
1 Super-Dew meter
1 Laboratory stand
1 Mains cable
1 Co-axial cable with connectors (2m)
1 Sensor
1 Sensor holder
1 Pressure Calculator
If anything is missing please contact your distributor
immediately.
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Setting Up and Initial Calibration
Firstly check that the mains rating shown on the back of the Super-Dew
meter corresponds with your supply. If this is the case then connect the
meter to your supply and switch on.
The Super-Dew meter can work with any sensor, and will display
dewpoint in deg.C on a bright green backlit liquid crystal display.
Next we need to set the meter for the particular range of sensor which is
to be used. This information will be shown on the tin which the sensor is
supplied in and should conform to one of the sensors depicted in the table
below.
SENSOR TYPE
Purple Spot
Silver Spot
Red Spot
Grey Spot
Yellow Spot
Blue Spot
Gold Spot
Green Spot

DEWPOINT RANGE deg. C
-100/0
-100/-20
-80/-20
-80/0
-60/0
-80/+20
-50/+20
-30/+20

MOISTURE CONTENT ppm
0-6,000
0-1,000
0-1,000
0-6,000
10-6,000
0-23,000
40/23,000
400/23,000

Dry Limit Setting
Having determined which sensor we are going to use note its dry limit e.g.
for a red spot sensor this is -80 deg.C DP. With nothing but the mains
connected to the meter and it switched on adjust the "DRY" potentiometer
on the front of the Super-Dew until the display shows our sensors dry
limit.
Wet Limit Setting (Auto-cal)
Connect the sensor to the Super-Dew using the supplied co-ax connector
lead and note the wet limit of the sensor e.g. for the red spot this is -20
deg.C DP. Hold the sensor in ambient air i.e. well above 0 deg.C (typical
dewpoints are around 5 - 20 deg.C DP) so the sensor should be fully
saturated. Now adjust the "WET" potentiometer until the Super-Dew
display reads the wet limit of the sensor i.e. -20 deg.C for the red spot
sensor.
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This auto-cal procedure can be followed for all sensors whose wet limit is
much below ambient temperature conditions. Silver, Grey, Red and
Yellow spot sensors should all auto-cal satisfactorily providing the
ambient dewpoint is above their wet limit.
Other sensors whose wet limit is above 0deg.C DP or above ambient
dewpoints e.g. Blue, Gold and Green spot sensors are calibrated
slightly differently as these sensors do not have a designed saturation
level.
The dry limit setting is carried out the same as described earlier, but the
wet calibration will have to be made either in room air and if the dewpoint
is known then the Wet limit potentiometer is adjusted with the sensor
connected until the Super-Dew display corresponds with the known
conditions.
If the room dewpoint is not known then the sensor can be calibrated using
a humidity jar. Here if temperature is known then using the look up
tables or graph the dewpoint can be calculated and used to set the wet
limit correctly.
Typically at 20 deg.C using a 11% RH jar with the sensor enclosed within
it the dewpoint on the Super-Dew should be adjusted using the Wet
potentiometer until the display shows -10 deg.C, for the 54% bottle it
should read +11 deg.C and for the 75% bottle the reading should be +16
deg.C
The meter is now fully calibrated and is ready for the sensor to be put inline, either in a sensor holder or in the atmosphere it is to work in.

Calibration Routine
Frequency of user calibration can only be determined by initial frequent
calibration checks to determine the degree of drift of the wet limit or autocal setting. We typically recommend that an auto-cal is performed every
three months. and that annually or more frequently if desired the sensor
is returned to us or an engineer visits you to perform a multi point
calibration check across the range of the sensor and issue a NPL
certificate.
The dry limit setting should not require any further adjustment after its
initial setup unless a different range sensor is to be used.
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Alarm Settings
The meter is equipped with two alarm relays which have the provision of
normally open and normally closed contacts rated at 240V and 2A.
The setpoints of these alarms are adjusted by pressing the relevant button
on the front panel of the Super-Dew and whilst holding it down adjust the
relevant alarm potentiometer, the set point will be shown on the display
of the Super-Dew.
Alarm Trips and Hysteresis

The Dry Alarm
This will trip at the set level as the sensor detects gas passing it which is
becoming drier, a degree of hysteresis of approximately 3 deg.C DP is
built in to prevent chatter of the relays around the setpoint, this means
that the alarm will only reset as the sensor detects the gas passing it
becoming wetter by 3 deg.C DP more than the set point.
Contacts are: 4 = Normally Open, 5 = Common, 6 = Normally Closed
The Wet Alarm
This will trip at the set level as the sensor detects gas passing it which is
becoming wetter, a degree of hysteresis of approximately 3 deg.C DP is
built in to prevent chatter of the relays around the setpoint, this means
that the alarm will only reset as the sensor detects the gas passing it
becoming wetter by 3 deg.C DP less than the set point.
Contacts are: 7 = Normally Open, 8 = Common, 9 = Normally Closed
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Analogue Outputs
The 4-20mA Output
This is available at pins 2(+VE) and 3(-VE) at the rear of the Super-Dew
on the analogue output port:
4mA occurs at the dry limit which the meter was initially set to e.g. -100
deg.C DP for a silver spot sensor.
20mA is factory set to occur at the Wet limit or Auto-cal setting for the
sensor range ordered e.g. –20 deg. C DP for a silver spot sensor.
Should the 4-20mA range require adjustment due to selection of a
different sensor range this is adjusted by removing the front panel of the
meter and setting the dry limit of the sensor to be employed as described
earlier and then connecting either a sensor or an 8.6K load to the co-ax
socket, using the wet adjuster at the front of the meter set the mA output
to 20mA, then adjust the trimpot RV6 TRIM WET located just to the left
oft
he“
WET”orAUTOCAL adj
us
t
erunt
i
lt
hedi
s
pl
ayoft
heSuper
-Dew
reads the Wet limit of the sensor being employed. Replace the front panel
of the meter and it is now ready for operation.
The mA output is linear with dewpoint across this range. It is a current
source and must be sunk into a load of no greater than 500 ohms, this
assuming good quality low loss signal cable is used, the internal supply
for the mA output is a DC supply of 15 volts. An external supply can be
connected observing correct polarity in order to increase the output
voltage giving greater flexibility to interface with a range of data capture
systems.
The 0-1V Output
This is available at pins 3(-VE) and pin 1(+VE) at the rear of the SuperDew on the analogue port. The 0-1V is proportional to the 4-20mA output
which is in turn proportional to the sensor range and is reset if required in
the same manner as the 4-20mA setting detailed above in the 4-20mA
section.
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PROBLEM SOLVING
ANY PROBLEMS?
1.

Superdew - check that the meter indicates dry setting when the
coaxial lead is not connected. .

2.

Superdew - check that the meter reads up to 200 and then
1 - (Overload) when a short circuit is applied to the coaxial cable.

PROBLEM: Coaxial Short Circuit
a)
b)
c)
d)

Remove sensor and lead from the hygrometer.
Note the reading is correct for the dry setting (i.e. with only mains
lead connected - dry dewpoint setting).
Refit the coax lead but do not connect the sensor.
There should be very little change in reading so if an overload is
seen, fit a new coax lead or repair the same.

PROBLEM: Over Full Scale Reading
a)
b)

Superdew hygrometers have a limit reading of 200.
If '1' is indicated, turn the Auto Calibration (WET) screw anti
clockwise with the sensor connected in the room air.

PROBLEM: Coaxial Cable Open Circuit
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Remove the sensor and apply metal or a wet finger across the
sensor end of the cable.
No reading indicates an open circuit cable or faulty connection.
A scale reading proves that the cable is all right.
If the cable is all right, the sensor when connected, should increase
the reading.
If there is no increase in the reading, check the coax socket on the
sensor top or fit a new sensor.
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PROBLEM: Wet Readings - Slow Dry Down
a)
b)

Place the sensor in the desiccant tin or a dry air supply.
Leave overnight to dry out.

PROBLEM: Short Circuit Sensor (Indication more than full scale)
a)
b)
c)
d)

Remove the sensor from the coax lead.
Note the zero reading without the sensor.
Ensure that the auto calibration is not turned up to high.
If this does not correct the fault, contact your supplier.

Calibration Humidity Jars
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Look inside the jar.
Particularly with the Lithium Chloride Jar, check if there is any
liquid observed.
Wipe out with a tissue.
Always replace the cork quickly.
Leave for a day to settle.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
THE SHAW SENSOR. DESCRIPTION, THEORY AND OPERATING
CONDITIONS
The Shaw high capacitance Sensor has been undergoing continuous
development since it was invented by Mr. J L Shaw in the late 1940's.
CONSTRUCTION
Construction of the Sensor starts with an ultra-high purity aluminium
wire which is coated with a hygroscopic layer and finally covered by a film
of porous gold. The gold film and the aluminium core form the plates of a
capacitor. The capacitance value, and the change in capacitance value
over the measuring range of each Sensor (which is at least 100 times
greater than in any other Sensor of this type) is measured at supply
frequency (50 or 60Hz) which enables long cable lengths (up to 1000M) to
be used between each Sensor and the analyser without any risk of
interference or pick-up from external cables or other sources. Some of the
water vapour molecules in the atmosphere surrounding the Sensor will
enter the dielectric layer where, due to the extremely small size of the
pores, their Brownian motion will be restricted and the energy will be
removed from the molecules so that they will condense into liquid water.
Due to the very high dielectric constant water (about 80) compared with
the other vapours which may be present, this produces a marked change
in the dielectric value of the Sensor which is then measured by the
analyser. A dynamic equilibrium will exist between the water vapour
outside the Sensor and the condensed water within the pores. This
equilibrium is maintained, and the response time of the Sensor can
generally be considered to be at least as quick as the system into which it
is installed.
Molecules larger than water vapour (which is one of the smallest gas
molecules) cannot enter the pores, making the Sensor resistant to many
contaminants and specific to water vapour pressure regardless of the
carrier gas. (Molecules of gasses such as Hydrogen will enter the Sensor
pores, but their dielectric strength is small enough that no measurable
change occurs in the sensor).
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TEMPERATURE
Shaw Sensors are designed to work at normal room temperature. Our
long experience of exporting to countries throughout the World has shown
that ambient temperature variations can safely be ignored for all practical
purposes, so long as the temperature range for each Sensor given below is
not exceeded. In particular, avoid placing any Sensor in direct sunlight or
near a source or radiant or convected heat.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE
SENSOR TYPE
Red Spot Sensor
Grey Spot Sensor
Yellow Spot Sensor
Gold Spot Sensor
Green Spot Sensor

MIN. TEMPERATURE
-35 deg. C
-35 deg. C
-35 deg. C
+5 deg. C
+5 deg. C

MAX. TEMPERATURE
+40deg. C
+40deg. C
+40deg. C
+35deg. C
+35deg. C

HAZARDOUS AREA INSTALLATION
The Shaw Sensor has been approved for use as part of an intrinsically
safe circuit. This means that it may be installed in an area where there is
risk of fire or explosion. The instrument must be located in a safe area,
and the length of coaxial cable between the instrument and the Sensor
must not be no more than 300 meters. In addition, a Zener Barrier Unit
must be installed in the safe area and connection between the instrument
and its Sensor.
The Zener Barrier Unit is a device which limits the amount of energy
which can reach the Sensor, even in a major fault condition, to less than
that required to cause a spark which could ignite the explosive gas.
CONSTANT TEMPERATURE UNIT
This is used in place of the Sensor holder when there is a risk of
condensation on the Sensor due to a wide ambient temperature variations
or, in non-standard applications, when the gas dewpoint temperature may
be higher than the ambient temperature. It should be used in exactly the
same way as the Sensor holder, and the thermostat should be set to the
temperature on the information supplied with the Sensor.
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INSTALLATION CONDITIONS-SENSOR

PRESSURE
The Shaw Sensor is a water vapour pressure detector. This means that it
is sensitive to its operating pressure. However, dewpoint temperature is
directly proportional to pressure (as the pressure of a gas is increased the
dewpoint temperature increases to a wetter level) and so the dewpoint
temperature readings given by the instrument remain correct regardless
of the pressure at which the Sensor is used.
Although Shaw Sensors are in regular use at up to 400 bar it is generally
preferred that the Sensor be operated at 1 bar (A). The advantages of this
are that the readings will not be affected by changes in the gas pressure
in the main pipe. However with a typical line pressure of about 7 bars the
sensor will never be exposed to free water, even under major fault
conditions. As the sample of gas at 1 bar will have a dewpoint
temperature of only about 0 deg.C. This means that the instrument
readings continue to give useful information and recovery of the Sensor
after the fault condition has been cured will be very much quicker. The
Sensor is a water vapour pressure detector, and free water is an enormous
overload. Contamination of the Sensor with free water will, at best make
calibration suspect and should be avoided. This is true for all electronic
Sensors, regardless of the exaggerated claims made by some of the less
scrupulous manufacturers.
If readings at line pressure are necessary, we can supply a special scale
which will show the line pressure dewpoint temperature with the Sensor
operating at 1 bar. The line pressure must be reasonably constant for this
to be satisfactory. Alternatively, if the Sensor is operated at line pressure,
the standard scale will indicate the correct dewpoint temperature at that
pressure directly without correction.
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VACUUM
As stated above the Shaw Sensor is a water vapour pressure detector. It
therefore follows that it will operate under vacuum and continue to
indicate correctly the water vapour pressure which remains. As with high
pressure operation it is important to remember that the vpm scale is only
correct with the Sensor operating at 1 bar. The dewpoint temperature
readings remain correct regardless of the system pressure or vacuum.
Also remember, when changing the pressure in systems containing small
amounts of water vapour, that a new equilibrium must be established at a
new pressure before the final reading will be obtained. Out-gassing or
absorption of the water vapour molecules from the pores of the materials
out of which the system is constructed can cause a considerable time delay
some times leading to unexpected results.
RESPONSE TIME
The response time from dry to wet of all Shaw Sensors is a maximum of
30 seconds for 90% of a step change, depending very much upon the
moisture level and the temperature. The response from wet to dry
depends very much upon the operating conditions, and will be effected by
the Sensor, the gas temperature and pressure and the sample flow rate.
In general the Sensor is able to establish a new equilibrium water vapour
pressure after a change of conditions almost as quickly as the system in
which it is installed.
In order to obtain the best possible system response time it is important to
design the sample system carefully. Use the smallest sample pipe
possible (we usually suggest 1/8" o.d.) and use the shortest possible
length. It is always preferable to use a longer coax cable to the Sensor,
than a long sample pipe from the sample point. The sample flow rate
should be adequate for the size of sample system: for an average
installation having perhaps 2 metres of 1/8"o.d. pipe before the Sensor, a
flow rate of about 1 L/min. is quite sufficient. If a longer sample pipe is
used, then the sample flow should be increased. If necessary install a bypass type system.
When the system is installed and a stable reading has been obtained
increase the sample flow rate TEMPORARILY, and if a drier reading
occurs, it indicates that the original flow rate was too low, or that there is
a leak in the system allowing ambient moisture into the sample.
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IMPORTANT
Shaw Sensors are suitable for many different industrial and research
applications. Most gases can be checked for their moisture content, and
there is no need for the calibration to be altered when changing between
different gases - even such different gases as carbon dioxide and hydrogen:
the Sensor operates only with reference to the water vapour content.
There are some gases which must be avoided as they are not compatible
with the materials of construction of the Sensor. Ammonia and Chlorine
must be avoided at all times, even in small quantities. HCl also attacks
the Sensors very quickly. Gases such as sulphur dioxide (SO2) can be
monitored, provided the moisture content is typically < 100 VPM. If in
doubt, please check with us first.
GUARANTEE
All Shaw products are guaranteed for two years (with the exception of
Low Spec and economy sensors which are covered by a six month
guarantee) from the date of purchase, some exclusions are as follows:
removing protective guard from any sensor, subjecting sensor to shock or
black list gases e.g. caustic and acidic gases like ammonia and chlorine,
tampering with any internal electronics and applying incorrect supply
voltage to meters.
SENSOR CABLE
The Sensor cable which is used to connect the Sensor to the instrument
must be of the coaxial type and have an impedance of 75ohms and a
capacitance of 50pF of less per metre which is available from us in 100,
250 and 500 metre lengths, it is possible to position the Sensor up to 1000
metres away from the instrument. Instruments are despatched with a
standard length of 2 metres of cable unless otherwise requested.
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BASIC DEFINITIONS
WATER VAPOUR PRESSURE
Is the pressure exerted by the water vapour contained in any mixture of
gases. The total pressure exerted by the gas mixture is the sum of the
pressures exerted by its components - including the water vapour. Water
vapour pressure varies in direct proportion to the total gas pressure.
RELATIVE HUMIDITY
Is the ratio of the actual water vapour pressure to the saturation water
vapour pressure at the same temperature.
DEWPOINT TEMPERATURE
Is defined as the temperature to which the gas must be cooled in order
that it should be saturated with water vapour (i.e.100% relative
humidity). For practical reasons it is referred to water above 0 deg C and
ice below
0 deg C.
PARTS PER MILLION BY VOLUME
PPM(V) or VPM is the ratio of the water vapour pressure to the total gas
pressure.
PARTS PER MILLION BY WEIGHT
PPM(W) is the same as VPM, except that the figure is modified according
to the ratio of the molecular weight of water vapour to the molecular
weight of the carrier gas mixture.
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SAMPLING SYSTEMS SU4 & SWS
There are two basic types of sampling systems available.
1). The first being a simple system known as the SU4 Lo, Med or Hi which
consists of a pressure regulator to reduce a maximum input pressure of 20
Bar (Lo), 200 Bar (Med) or 400 Bar (Hi), a flow indicator / regulator and a
sensor block all mounted on a backplate.
2). The second being somewhat more sophisticated being housed in an IP66
rated polycarbonate cabinet (or a stainless steel Ex rated cabinet) and
known as the SWS (Ex) Lo, Med or Hi, consisting of the above SU4 main
parts but with the inclusion of a filter unit and sample selection valve
enabling either sample gas or purge gas to pass the sensor and the possible
inclusion of the meter detailed in the relevant manual, i.e. SWS (Ex)-SDLo, Med or Hi.
SAMPLE SYSTEM INSTALLATION AND SET-UP
In the case of the SWS make all necessary pipework and wiring
connections if appropriate according to the drawing at the end of the
relevant meter manual titled SWS-(meter name) External Piping and
Wiring Schematics (for SU4 and SWS connect the input to the sample
pipe) and after calibrating the sensor install it into the sensor holder.
For all sample systems ensure that the sample pressure is not greater than
the rating of the input pressure regulator. Lift the Black Knob which
unlocks the knob (20 Bar regulator only) and turn the regulator(s) fully
anti-clockwise to close the regulator(s), then turn the flow indicator
regulator fully anti-clockwise to fully open it.
Open the isolator valve and check for leaks on the input connection, if
there are none turn the sample selection valve towards the Sample Inlet
(SWS only), noting that the arrow on the valve points in the direction
from where the sample is coming from! Now turn the pressure regulator
control slowly clockwise until a flow of 5 - 10 litres/minute is seen at the
flow indicator. (Where two regulators are fitted open the low pressure
regulator first, this is the regulator with the red locking ring). Push down
the Black Knob locking ring (20 Bar regulator only) and turn the flow
indicator control slowly clockwise to reduce the flow seen at the flow
indicator to between 3 and 5 litres / minute. Check the sensor to sensor
block seal for leaks and if there are none the sample system is now ready
for operation.
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MAINTENANCE
Periodically check the flow indicator to ensure a steady flow is maintained
and check the filter unit cartridge from time to time as a contaminated
filter will reduce the response of the system to varying dewpoints.
Frequency of any check can best be determined by the operator who will be
able to judge the likelihood of adverse conditions which may cause a
deterioration of performance.
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Super-Dew Specification

Accuracy (meter):

1% across meter range.

Type:

In-line hygrometer in plastic DIN style case, for panel mounting or table top
use.

Dimensions / Weight:

Overall dimensions: Panel cut-out 135mm x 66mm x 175mm depth Weight:
570g approx.

Display:

Backlit 2cm LCD digital indicating meter showing Dewpoint Deg. C only.
(Deg. F. available by special order).

Sensor Connection:

Low loss co-ax cable (75ohms max capacitance of 50pF per metre). Sensor
location upto 1000m from meter except after Zener Barrier then 300m.

Power Supply:

110 or 220 V a.c. single phase 50 or 60 Hz, 24 V d.c.

Sampling:

Pressure: Upto 200 Bar but preferably atmospheric with flow rate of 1 - 5
litres/minute in Shaw Sensor Holder.

Outputs:

Alarms:2 Relays rated at 240V 3A
Analogue: 4-20mA and 0-1 V, others by special request

Calibration:

Autocal on all but Gold and Green range.

Accessories / Options:

Zener Barrier Unit ZBU for intrinsically safe operation in hazardous areas to
Eex.ia IIC T6
SU4 Lo, Med or Hi Sample system for sample conditioning pressurised
gases to atmospheric conditions and controlled flow.
SWS Lo, Med or Hi Sample system, as SU4 but in IP rated cabinet.

Sensor Type ®
Purple: (P)
Red : (R)
Grey : (GY), lo-spec (GEN)
Yellow : (Y)
Blue : (Bl)

Sensor Range:
-100 / 0 deg.C DP, 0-6000ppm equivalent, (auto-cal)
-80 / -20 deg.C DP, 0-1000 ppm equivalent, (auto-cal)
-80 / 0 deg.C DP, 0 - 6000 ppm equivalent, (auto-cal)
-60 / 0 deg.C DP, 10 - 6000 ppm equivalent, (auto-cal)
-80 / +20 deg.C DP, 0 - 23,000 ppm equivalent, (manual-cal)
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